PREMIER
Best Quality Liquid Dishwashing Detergent
DESCRIPTION
A truly premier detergent. Produces long lasting suds and continues its superior cleaning
in hot or cold water in the presence of heavy,
greasy soil. Yet, it is gentle enough to wash
delicate fabrics and is kind to the hands with
long exposure. A little Premier goes a long way.

BENEFITS
ECONOMICAL: Premier detergent has superior ability to emulsify and rinse away greasy
deposits from pots, pans, dishes, etc. and to
maintain its suds to do more cleaning.
BUILT-IN RINSE AID: Hand drying is not
necessary. Washed articles drip dry without
spotting or streaking.
MULTI-PURPOSE: Not just for washing
tableware. Premier is excellent also for hand washing of clothing, windows,
vehicles, etc.
KIND TO HANDS: Neutral pH so as not to harm the skin or delicate fabrics.
BROAD EFFECTIVENESS: Works well in hard or soft, hot or cold water.
HOW TO USE
For best results, pour the amount of liquid detergent needed
into the sink or pan and fill with water at full force to produce
billowy, quick cleaning suds.
Sponge items clean, rinse thoroughly with clear water and
allow to dry.
DISH WASHING: Dilute 1 ounce per 2 gallons of water.
GLASSWARE: Dilute 1/2 ounce per gallon of water.
POTS AND PANS: Use 1/2 ounce in each pan, fill with hot
water, let stand while washing other items.
DELICATE FABRICS: Use 1/2 ounce per gallon of water,
soak and rinse with cold water.
WINDOWS: Dilute 1/2 ounce per gallon of water.
AUTO WASH: Dilute 1/2 ounce per pail of water, wash
small sections and rinse thoroughly.

SPECIFICATIONS
APPEARANCE.......................Slightly viscous liquid
ODOR.......................................................Mild citrus
SPECIFIC GRAVITY...........................1.100 ± 0.005
DENSITY.......................................9.18 ± 0.05 lb/gal
BOILING POINT.....................................Near 212°F
pH...............................................................7.0 ± 0.5
Flash Point........................................None to boiling
STABILITY..................................One year minimum
PRODUCT CODE.............................................PRD
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